
Our products

Rezlynx PMS
Rezlynx Property Management System.  This is Guestline’s core 
product and is the system which manages bedroom bookings, 
operations, check in/out, reports etc

Rezlynx Mobile
A mobile version of Rezlynx, designed to be used on a (wifi-
enabled) smart phone or tablet.  Often used by housekeeping staff 
to update rooms to clean once they have been serviced 

Guestline 
Distribution 
(Roomlynx)

Also known as a Channel Manager, this manages the hotel’s 
connection to the DBM (Direct Booking Manager), all OTAs (Online 
Travel Agents), and GDS (Global Distribution Service)

DBM
Direct Booking Manager (previously we offered a product called 
OBM, or Online Booking Manager) – an online booking platform 

Advanced 
Conference and 
Banqueting (Adv 
C&B)

Additional Module which can be enabled within Rezlynx.  Allows 
extensive functionality to support a busy Events business such as 
Conferences, Weddings, Private Dining and Party Nights 

Entry Level C&B 
(Standard C&B)

This product is offered as part of core Rezlynx PMS.  It provides 
basic diary functionality for smaller properties or those with only a 
few function spaces

CRS

Central Reservations System.  This allows groups of hotels to look at 
availability across the group and make reservations from a central 
perspective.  Often used by groups of properties with a central 
reservations office

CRS Configuration

This module is also used for groups of properties, but does 
not include the reservations module.  Can be used to create 
configuration and rates centrally, which can then be ‘pushed’ to 
desired properties within the group

CIM
Central Invoicing Module.  This requires CRS to be active and 
provides advanced invoicing functionality from a central ledger 
perspective

GuestPay
A transparent and secure omni-channel solution with faster access 
to your funds

GuestStay
Guestline solution to provide a guest-facing product, including 
check in (and digital registration card), review/pay invoice, check 
out functionality



Guestline EPOS

Electronic Point of Sale.  This is our till system which is used in 
hotel bars and restaurants.  EPOS integrates with PMS and allows 
charges to be posted to room and ledger, and also batches sales 
and payments at end of day, before sending all the figures into 
PMS.  This then allows the Rezlynx end of day reports to show a full 
picture of the hotel’s business for the day

Financial Export 
(FinEx)

This product provides a flat CSV file based on the hotel’s end of 
day figures.  This can then be imported into the hotel’s accounting 
system.  An Advanced version of this product provides additional 
reports, including budget figures and year on year analysis

Call Logger

A piece of software that connects to the hotel’s telephone system 
and allows the hotel to automatically charge for guest phone calls 
from their bedrooms.  A two way interface also supports wake up 
calls and allows the maids to change the room status using specific 
codes

Key Card Interface
When checking a guest in, this system can be trigged by PMS to 
‘cut’ the room key card automatically

LANSync

A product while allows a selection of data tables from Rezlynx into 
a local database such as SQL.  The hotel can then access raw data 
and visualise it using excel, or export to a Business Intelligence Tool 
such as Power BI

Integration partners Third party interfaces that Guestline PMS integrate with 
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